[Effects of all-trans retinoic acid and compound huangdai tablet sequential maintenance treatment on the long-term efficacy of acute promyelocytic leukemia patients].
To compare the difference in the long-term efficacy between all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) combined Compound Huangdai Tablet and ATRA combined methotrexate (MTX) and 6-mercaptopurine (6MP) as the sequential maintenance treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) patients. Totally 83 APL patients in the molecular remission (PML/RARalpha negative) were randomly assigned to two groups, the treatment group (45 cases) and the control group (38 cases) after they were induced to the complete remission (CR) by ATRA combined chemotherapy, and treated by sequential chemotherapy as the consolidated treatment for 3 therapeutic courses. Those in the treatment group were sequentially treated with ATRA and Compound Huangdai Tablet as maintenance therapy, while those in the control group were treated with ATRA and MTX + 6MP as maintenance therapy. After a long-term follow-up (2003 -2011), the long-term therapeutic efficacy and adverse reactions were compared between the two therapeutic regimens. The 5-year relapse-free survival (RFS) rate was 84.4% +/- 5.4% in the treatment group and 63.2% +/- 7.8% in the control group, showing statistical difference between the two groups (P < 0.05). The 5-year overall survival rate (OSR) was 86.7% +/- 5. 1% in the treatment group and 78.7% +/- 6.7% in the control group, showing no statistical difference between the two groups (P > 0.05). There was no statistical difference in the adverse reaction between the two groups (P > 0.05). The application of ATRA and Compound Huangdai Tablet as maintenance therapy could elevate the long-term RFS rate of APL patients.